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1. Define the following terms.
(a) Current (1 mark)

Solution: Rate of flow of electric charge.

(b) Voltage (1 mark)

Solution: The potential difference (voltage) of a power supply is an electrical pressure
that causes a current to flow in a circuit. Or is the difference in the electrical energy
between 2 points.

(c) Resistance (1 mark)

Solution: The opposition to the flow of electric current.

(d) Ohm’s Law (2 marks)

Solution: In a perfect conductor, electric current is directly proportional to the
voltage (or potential difference) across it. With the constant of proportionality being
the resistance of the conductor.

2. Decide whether the following statements are true or false.
(a) The current in a series circuit is the same in each part of it. (1 mark)

� True
√

False

(b) The current through each component of a series circuit adds up to the total current of
the circuit. (1 mark)

� True
√

False

(c) The voltage across each component of a series circuit adds up to the voltage of the cell. (1 mark)

� True
√

False

(d) The voltage across each component of a series circuit is the same as the voltage of the
cell. (1 mark)

� True
√

False

(e) The voltage across each branch of a parallel circuit is the same as the voltage of the cell. (1 mark)

√
True � False

(f) The current through a parallel circuit is the same in each branch. (1 mark)

√
True � False

(g) The current through each branch of a parallel circuit adds up to the current passing
through the cell. (1 mark)

√
True � False
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3. A series circuit is set up with an ammeter, an LED, a fixed 8Ω resistor, a voltmeter across the
LED and a 24v cell.

(a) State the difference between conventional current and electron flow. (2 marks)

Solution: Conventional current flows from positive to negative (1 mark). Electron
flow is the direction the electrons actually flow in and is negative to positive (1 mark).

(b) Draw the circuit below. (3 marks)

Solution:

(c) If the current through the circuit is 2A. What is the voltage across the resistor? (1 mark)

Solution:

V = IR

= 2× 8

= 16V (must have correct units to score the mark.)

(d) State the equation linking current, power and voltage. (1 mark)

Solution: Power = current x voltage

(e) What is the power of the cell? (1 mark)

Solution: Power = 16 x 2 = 32W (must have correct units to score the mark.)

(f) How much charge passes through the cell per minute? (1 mark)

Solution:

Q = It

= 2× 60

= 120C (must have correct units to score the mark.)

4. Some appliances have an earth wire, a live wire and a neutral wire.

(a) Some appliances do not have earth wires, instead the cables are coated in two layers of
plastic. Explain why this is still safe. (2 marks)

Solution: Plastic is an electrical insulator (allow not a conductor) (1 mark), so it
prevents the user receiving electric shocks (1 mark).

5. (a) A car is driving along a straight flat road. The driving force of the engine is the force
moving the car forwards, what are the two forces resisting the motion of the car? (2 marks)

Solution: Air resistance (drag), friction between the tyres and road.

(b) A car of mass 1200kg is driving along a straight flat road. The driving force of the engine
is 2.3kN, the total resistance to motion is 400N. Calculate the net force on the car. (1 mark)

Solution: ∆F = 2300− 400 = 1900
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(c) Hence, calculate the acceleration of the car. Give appropriate units in your answer. (2 marks)

Solution:

F = ma

a = F/m

= 1900/1200

= 1.58ms−2

6. (a) What is the definition of gravitational potential energy? (1 mark)

Solution: The potential energy an object has due to it’s position in a gravitational
field.

(b) State the law of the total conservation of energy. (2 marks)

Solution: Energy cannot be created or destroyed (1 mark), only transferred from
one form to another (1 mark).

(c) Describe all the energy transfers taking place when you jump in the air. (3 marks)

Solution: Chemical in body –> kinetic in moving through air –> gpe.

(d) David jumps 1.8m into the air, his mass is 40kg. What is his maximum gravitational
potential energy? (2 marks)

Solution:

GPE = mgh

= 40× 9.8× 1.8

= 705.6J

(e) Using your answer from (c) calculate David’s speed as he hits the ground after his jump.(2 marks)

Solution:

705.6 =
1

2
mv2

705.6 = 20v2

v2 =

√
705.6

20

= 5.9ms−1

1 mark for correct working, 1 mark for correct answer (other correctly rounded
answers score the mark) and 1 mark for correct units

(f) By using the equations for GPE and KE, show that the velocity at which an object falls
is independent of the mass of the object. (4 marks)
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Solution:

GPE = KE

mgh =
1

2
mv2 (1 mark)

gh =
1

2
v2 (1 mark)

2gh = v2 (1 mark)

v =
√

2gh (1 mark)

(g) Explain why the hammer and feather experiment works on the moon but not on the earth. (2 marks)

Solution: Mentions air resistance on earth but not on moon (1 mark)
mentions shape of objects/aerodynamics (1 mark). Or reference to equation above
and stated it only applies when there is no air resistance/vacuum (2 marks).

7. (a) Suppose the power on a kettle is 1.8kW, the mass of water used was 450g, the specific
heat capacity of water is 4.2kJ/mol◦C, the temperature of the water before you switched
the kettle on was 15◦C and the water took 1 minute and 40 seconds to boil.
i. Calculate the energy supplied by the mains to the kettle. (2 marks)

Solution:

E = Pt

E = 1800× 100 (1 mark)

= 180, 000J or180kJ (1 mark)

ii. Calculate the efficiency of the kettle. (3 marks)

Solution:

Q = mc∆T

Q = 0.45× 4200× 85 (1 mark)

Q = 160650J (1 mark)

Efficiency =
160650

180000
× 100%

= 89.25%

iii. Explain why the kettle is not 100% efficient. Discuss at least 2 reasons why energy is
lost. (3 marks)

Solution: Energy lost due to conduction (1 mark) from walls of kettle (1 mark)
1 mark for walls of kettle. Energy lost due to spout/lid of kettle (1 mark) by
convection (1 mark). Allow, energy lost due to resistance of wires (1 mark).
Not all energy transferred from heating element to water (1 mark) because
conduction is slow (1 mark). Maximum of 3.

(b) State 2 ways in which modern houses are designed in order to make them more energy
efficient. The quality of your language and grammar will be assessed in this question. (5 marks)
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Solution:

1. Mention or describe cavity insulation (1 mark).

(a) Less conduction through walls and no convection through walls (1 mark)
due to vacuum.

2. Double glazing (1 mark).

(a) Less conduction and no convection (1 mark).

3. Loft insulation (1 mark).

(a) Less energy lost through roof, less convection (1 mark).

4. Quality of explanation (1 mark).

8. (a) Explain how electricity is generated using geothermal energy. You may include a diagram
to support your answer. (6 marks)

Solution: 1 mark for basic diagram, 2 marks for detailed diagram, 3 marks for
detailed annotated diagram.

Solution:

1. Thermal energy from magama/hot rock heats cold water to steam (1 mark).

2. Water molecules gain kinetic energy as they are heated and the water turns to
steam. (1 mark)

3. Thermal energy transferred to kinetic energy in the steam (1 mark).

4. Kinetic energy in steam transferred to GPE as steam rises (1 mark).

5. Steam turns turbine as KE in steam is transferred to KE of turbine generating
electricity (1 mark).

6. Electrical energy transferred into KE of water pumped back down underground.

(b) State another form of renewable energy and describe the energy transfer that takes place
in generating electricity using this method. (2 marks)

Solution: Wind, solar, hydroelectric, tidal. Correct explanation including energy
transfers.

9. (a) State the equation relating weight and mass. (1 mark)

Solution: Weight = mass x gravity

(b) Tabitha’s mass is 45kg, what is her weight on Earth? State the units for weight your
answer. (1 mark)

Solution: W = 45 x 9.8 = 441N

(c) The acceleration due to gravity on the moon is 1.62ms−2. What is the magnitude of the
resultant force of the moon on Tabitha when Tabitha is stood on the moon? Include units
in your answer. (1 mark)
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Solution: 45 x 1.62 = 72.9N

10. (a) Define the conservation of momentum. (2 marks)

Solution: The momentum of a system is constant if there are no external forces
acting on the system

(b) The mass of a cue ball is 0.2kg. The player hits the cue ball at 1ms−1, it collides with
a red ball of mass 0.25kg which is stationary. The red ball moves away with velocity
0.8ms−1. What is the velocity of the cue ball after the collision?

Solution:

ρ1 = 0.2× 1

ρ1 = 0.2

ρ2 = ρ1

ρ2 = 0.2

0.2 + 0.2v + 0.25× 0.8

0.2 = 0.2v + 0.2

0.2v = 0

v = 0ms−1

The cue ball comes to rest after the collision.
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